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About This Game

Long ago, Chaos and Discord ruled the land. Only the creation of the Relics by The Ancients brought Peace and Balance.
Slowly but surely the world recovered from this era of Strife. But Evil is never truly defeated, and soon chaos will return to the
lands and destroy the balance of the world. Only you, a young woman named Hairo, can save it. By using your special ability to

shift between dimension you will combat the evil that is tearing the world apart.

WORLD SPLIT IN TWO - You are Hairo, a young adventurous woman who gains the ability to shift between
dimensions.

GO WITH THE FLOW - Run on walls, dash over chasms and fly through the air.

A NEW ADVENTURE AWAITS - Travel through 13 levels located in grass-covered hills, snow-covered mountains and
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ancient ruins.

HUNT FOR SECRETS AND TREASURE - Explore every nook and cranny of the world and find all the secrets.

DEFEAT EVIL - Features fast-paced boss battles to defeat the evil force that has torn the world apart.

BE THE FASTEST - Get the High-score in the Time Trial Mode.
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Title: Rising Islands
Genre: Adventure, Indie
Developer:
Lone Hero Studios
Publisher:
SOEDESCO Publishing
Release Date: 2 Aug, 2016

 b4d347fde0 

Minimum:

OS: Windows 7, 64-bit

Processor: Intel Core i5

Memory: 2 GB RAM

Graphics: Nvidia Geforce GTX 570 or AMD Radeon HD 6870

DirectX: Version 10

Storage: 4 GB available space

English,French,Italian,German,Swedish,Dutch,Polish,Russian
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This is pretty much the best bungee-fishing platform-grappling-hook puzzler game ever made. I know some will claim that isn't
a genre, but... I beg to differ.. Guys, Uplay is fine just open Uplay first. Stop whining and enjoy a wonderful game.. 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=BXVuAuyvxPE. Hi I have this add on Generally it is reasonably good with pretty well all
the major and minor airports in place
one thing missing from the ground graphics as an instance no buildings in Queenstown I consider a major flaw
However having had a private pilot's licence learnt to fly in a Auster aircraft and did many hours on this type of air craft mainly
as a ( Bush Pilot ) as we owned our own plane J5 Adventure most of my flying was done on paddocks and small air strips
I find the graphic's for the Auster Auto car disappointing and not as realistic as I would expect , the main improvement as I see
it would be to have a wider view of the cockpit to take in more area or as you would see it sitting in the real thing sitting further
back from the controls and instrument panel this would bring in more realism to the graphics
Wonder if this can be done
. I did not like this software at all. The speed changing barely works, and it took me a while to even get it to do anything. I then
decided if I cut the video and then exported it, I could change the speed in the new one so the music would be synced. I figured
doing thta would make it so I can edit the song right. I shouldn't have had to, though, because everything was synced, just
slower. Then, when I spent 10 minutes to export it to my edited videos folder, since my computer is extremely slow and could
barely do anything, it exported to a folder a deleted a while ago, so it basically was doing nothing. I had tried to change the
folder multiple times, and this time it even asked me where I wanted to put it. I told it where to put it, and instead, it put it in the
folder that didn't exist, so therefore the file did not exist. I am not at all satisfied with the speed editing not even really working
right. Please do not buy this software if you plan to edit the speed of videos. You also should have a computer more powerful
than they say you should. I have a two core 1.9 GHz, so I would recommend mayber just a 3 GHz or higher two core, but 4 core
would help. I am very unhappy, since this is money that I could have spent on something that worked. I also thought it mighy
have some way to actually edit together cuts from sepeate videos, but it did not. This is one of the main things that I am
dissatisfied with, simply because you can only do one scene at once.. this game is amazing it runs really well it has a very active
multiplayer right now unlike empire it is a very fun game to play the ai isnt that smart thugh but still highly reccomended.
Harold Hunt the Rocking Support Specialist
Kerry Fitzpatrick the Prisoner Berserker
Clive Jenkins the Trooper Commando
Alfred Anderson the Paramedic Field Medic
11\/10 would recommend.
. Neat little game. I dont even know what Im doing lmao. Challenging and Family-Friendly

  ~ 10\/10
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Master Levels for Doom 2 does a good job of showing that you don't need to add any new content to make a good expansion.
Either that or maybe an expansion for Doom 2 will always be good because even if it's subpar, you're still playing Doom 2. But
Master Levels isn't subpar, far from it. The level design is top notch and extremely rememberable, and I was quite surprised that
3 or 4 of the levels actually had a plot! And an interesting one at that. For the majority of the levels you're just playing
doomguy, but for these 3 to 4 levels, you play a cyberdemon thats actually been turned into a human! And sentenced to death,
the cyberdemon fights back and ends with a finale against quite a few cyberdemons. This is easily one of the most impressive
stories in a game that only uses .txt docs to explain everything! And by completing all the levels, I have been happily awarded
the title of "Master of Destruction!" At least, according to the game... I highly reccomend everyone to play this and become a
"Master of Destruction" too! And you should already have it, unless for some bizzare reason you don't own Doom Classic
Complete. But why wouldn't you?. Every criticism I read about the game feels deeply unfair. Look at a game like the original
Mario Bros, or Ms. Pac Man, or Centipede or Tetris. Sit there and tell me with a straight face that those are "simple" or that they
"lack depth". It is possible to find brilliance and depth within elegant simplicity; we see that in modern titles like Minecraft and
Downwell and Molemen Must Die! just to name a few. And you will find that elegant simplicity here as well.

In the swamp of games that is available in today's market it could be very easy to dismiss this game quickly as a turd, after
seeing it's admittedly crude graphics. And I could even see a person becoming disenchanted due to the lack of obvious game
instructions - it's left to the player and yet it's all there to be taken-in and easily deduced if you are observant.

I've read grievances that it's a single-screen game, but if you play for a short time you can see that the playfield and enemy
behavior dramatically change as the game unfolds ... I feel that's a narrow criticism. I've also read complaints that the graphics
are blocky and chintzy... but the thing about speedy arcade games like this is that they demand simplified graphics so the player
is not overloaded - and in this game the graphics are done exceptionally well and thoughtfully, and the color palette is well-
designed and gives great visibility to all of the screen elements.

I rarely complain about others preferences in games, but it feels like most negative reviews about this game are incorrectly
stating that it has no depth, or are grieving that it is less than what they expect it to be, which irritates me because nowhere have
I been misled as to what this game is all about.

And nothing could have prepared me for how addictive and satisfying it is to achieve play outcomes and combos and nice
moves. I feel like if this game came out in the early 80s it would be a legendary classic today.

. Buen juego, con buenas mec\u00e1nicas!
Le doy un pulgar abajo porque pese a comprar la version premium que incluye un "season pass" ponen personajes que hay que
comprar a parte. ODIO LA CODICIA de estas compa\u00f1ias!. Great game doods. Buy it for fun 2D shooting action. + 10\/10
Soundtrack
- Can't buy the soundtrack on steam store
+ Rusalka best girl
- Rusalka best girl but no route
+ Marie second best girl
- Marie died for our sins
+ Every character is relatable and likeable once you learn their backgrounds
- Liberal's wetdream, punch a nazi simulator 2017
+ This game made me like nazis
Rusalka>Marie>Kei>Rea>Kasumi
My taste > your taste. You will lose some hours playing this game! this game isn't for the casual R.T.S. players either so dont
expect to play your first time and think its going to be a stroll in the park. but the experience is always enjoyable and fun and
most importantly its always different each play through. 8/10. When this game was announced I looked forward to it every day!
and was excited as the days passed by till the release day before it was released on steam.

As I fell in love with the story and it tore my heart to pieces with the events taking place in the story line. The only ending I will
say that I prefer is with Tian Xi;; the others I cried for a few days. There is a bonus ending which got my hopes up only to
shatter it and I cried more.

I love the soundtracks and the ending theme as well 'color my world', I played it roughly for six hours straight.
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I do hope that Zeiva creates another wonderful visual novel such as this :). Great puzzle game!
If you love Portal and Portal 2, you will love this game aswell!
Gateways is a lot harder then Portal or Portal 2!

It's a lot of fun
9\/10. Death God Uuiversity. If nothing else, the title itself piques your interest. And true to it's name - the concept of the game
is pretty awesome. You are a student in a University, training to be a Death God. And your assignements consist of assasination
missions - or maybe asassination makes it sound too sophiticated. You just have to kill people - no hidden blades or exploding
gunpowder is used though. And therein lies it's true potential - the innovative killing methods.

Now if I just knew this much, I would have been interested enough to try it - but there's more. To make the game more fun, the
targets are not ordinary people. In fact, most of them are not even "bad guys" in the traditional sense. Take Miley Cyrus for
example. Not technically speaking bad, but annoying enough for you to have joked about killing her at least once with your
friends. At least I did - and if you didn't then perhaps you should. What's funnier is that you find her in a construction area,
surrounded by wrecking balls! This game is pure pun galore, and without giving any more spoilers - this is the gist of what the
game is about. The teachers, targets and characters in the game are all borrowed from pop culture, fiction or even mythology -
and the unlikelihood of these characters actually being in the situations that the game puts you in, is what makes this an
enjoyable experience. (Fun Fact - Did you know Harry Potter smokes?... Like a lot?)

Now coming to my only 2 qualms with the game.

1) Poor framerates, random crashes etc. The technical problems was what marred my experience the most when I first played
the game. But the devs responded soon enough, and now theres a patch (2 in fact, although I've not tried the latest one still) that
fixes most of the problems. I have not got a single crash after the patch, and the overall camera swivels have become much
smoother after patch 1.

2) A slightly diverted plotline. While it is fun to go kill people in unimaginable ways, sometimes you hope for a much more
advanced sense of coherence to the overall theme - and DGU manages to do some of it, but not all. I'm only a few hours into the
game - so I'm probably making rash early judgements - but there could be a bit more done to make it all come together in a
unified sort of manner.

Nevertheless, DGU makes up for it's te\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665al flaws with a fun concept and humurous characters.
The little fellows all run with their arms behind them in an almost anime-like style, and speak in a language that's akin to the
minions from Despicable Me. It's totally worth a shot if you're bored playing the run of the mill kind of games being released
these days, and while you may find flaws with some aspects, you will enjoy the game as a whole if you relate to this type of
gameplay.
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